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Prerequisite Courses, if any: 

Course Objectives: 
1. To design and implement small size network and to understand various networking commands. 
2. To provide the knowledge of various networking tools and their related concepts. 
3.  To  understand  various  application  layer  protocols  for  its  implementation  in  client/server 
environment. 
4. To understand network layer protocols and its implementations. 
5. To explore and understand various simulations tools for network applications. 

Course Outcomes: 
On completion of the course, students will be able to- 

CO1: Implement small size network and its use of various networking commands. 
CO2: Understand and apply of networking and simulation tool i.e packet tracer. 
CO3: Configure the various routing and switching protocols using packet tracer. 
CO4: Configure various client/server environments to use application layer protocols. 
CO5: Explore use of protocols in various wired applications. 

Guidelines for Instructor's Manual 

The faculty member should prepare the laboratory manual for all the experiments and it should be 

made available to students and laboratory instructor/Assistant. 

The instructor's manual should include prologue, university syllabus, conduction & assessment 

guidelines, topics under consideration-concept, objectives, outcomes, networking diagrams in 
packet tracer, and rules to implement the protocols. 

Guidelines for Student's Lab Journal 

1. The laboratory assignments are to be submitted by students in the form of journals. The Journal 
consists of prologue, Certificate, table of contents, and handwritten write-up of each assignment 

(Title, Objectives, Problem Statement, Outcomes, software & Hardware requirements, Date of 

Completion, Assessment grade/marks and assessor's sign, Theory-Concept, algorithms, printouts 
of the code written using coding standards, sample test cases etc.) 

2.  Practical Examination will be based on the term work. 
3.  Candidate is expected to know the theory involved in the experiment. 
4.  The practical examination should be conducted if the journal of the candidate is completed in all 

respects and certified by concerned faculty and head of the department. 
5.  All the assignment mentioned in the syllabus must be conducted. 



Guidelines for Lab /TW Assessment 

1.  Examiners will assess the term work based on performance of students considering the 
parameters such as timely conduction of practical assignment, methodology adopted for 
implementation of practical assignment, timely submission of assignment in the form of 
handwritten write-up along with results of implemented assignment, attendance etc. 
2. Examiners will judge the understanding of the practical performed in the examination by asking 
some questions related to theory & implementation of experiments he/she has carried out. 

  
Guidelines for Laboratory Conduction 

The instructor is expected to frame the assignments by understanding the prerequisites, 
technological aspects, utility and recent trends related to the topic. The instructor may set 
multiple sets of assignments and distribute among batches of students. It is appreciated if the 
assignments are based on real world problems/applications. 
All the assignments should be conducted on 64-bit open-source software like packet tracer, 
g++/turbo C++/Eclipse, Seventh assignment is for study only. Configure the application protocols 
on latest server operating system separately. 

Guidelines for Practical Examination 

Both internal and external examiners should jointly set problem statements for practical 
examination. During practical assessment, the expert evaluator should give the maximum 
weightage to the satisfactory implementation of the problem statement. The supplementary 
and relevant questions may be asked at the time of evaluation to judge the student‘s 
understanding of the fundamentals, effective and efficient implementation. The evaluation 
should be done by both external and internal examiners. 
List of Assignments 

1. Network Commands on Linux/Windows - CO1 

Explore and Study of TCP/IP utilities and Network Commands on Linux/Windows. 
i) Ping 
ii) ipconfig / ifconfig 
iii) Hostname 
iv) Whois 
v) Netstat 
vi) Route 
vii) Tracert/Traceroute/Tracepath 
viii) NSlookup 
ix) Arp 
x) Finger 
xi) Port Scan / nmap 
 
2. Configuration of router using router commands and subnetting of network  -CO2,CO3,CO5 

Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) Configure 
i) A router using router commands, 
ii) Sub-netting of a given network 

 



3.Configuration of Static routing and Default routing - CO2,CO3,CO5 
Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) Configure 
i)  Static Routing 
ii) Default Routing 

4. Configuration of EIGRP,RIPv2,OSPF - CO2,CO3,CO5 
Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) Configure 
i) EIGRP - Explore Neighbor-ship Requirements and Conditions, its K Values Metrics Assignment and 
Calculation, 
ii) RIPv2 
iii) OSPF - Explore Neighbor-ship Condition and Requirement, Neighbor-ship states, OSPF Metric  
Cost Calculation. 

5. Configuration of NAT,ACL,VLAN,STP - CO2,CO3,CO5 
Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) Configure 
i) Network Address Translation: Static, Dynamic & PAT (Port Address Translation) 
ii) Access Control lists - Standard & Extended. 
iii) VLAN, Dynamic trunk protocol and spanning tree protocol. 

6. Socket Programming - CO4,CO5 
Socket Programming using C/C++/Java. 
i) TCP Client, TCP Server 
ii) UDP Client, UDP Server 

7. Server Administration - CO4,CO5 
Introduction to server administration (server administration commands and their applications) 
and configuration of any three of below Server: (Study/Demonstration Only) 
FTP, Web Server, DHCP, Telnet, Mail, DNS 
 

Reference Books 

1.  Andrew S. Tanenbaum, David J. Wethrall, Computer Network, Pearson Education, ISBN: 978-0- 
13-212695-3. 

2.  Behrouz A. Forouzan, Data Communication and Networking, McGraw Hill Education, ISBN: 978- 
1-25-906475-3, 5th Edition. 

3.  Kurose Ross, Computer Networking: A Top Down Approach Featuring the Internet, Pearson 
Education, ISBN: 978-81-7758-878-1. 

4.   Mayank Dave, Computer Network, Cengage Learning, ISBN :978-81-315-0986-9. 
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Assignment No. 01

Title: Network Commands on Linux /Windows

Objectives: To design and implement small size network and to understand various networking 
commands

Problem Statement: Explore and Study of TCP/IP utilities and Network Commands on Linux 
/Windows.

i) Ping

ii) ipconfig / ifconfig

iii) Hostname

iv) Whois

v) Netstat

vi) Route

vii) Tracert/Traceroute/Tracepath

viii) NSlookup

ix) Arp

x) Finger

xi) Port Scan / nmap

Outcomes:Implement small size network and its use of various networking commands

Tools Required:

Hardware: Computer, LAN Cards, RJ-45 Connectors, Switch, CAT-5 Cable

Software: Open source O.S Terminal.

Theory:

Study of TCP/IP utilities and Network Commands on Linux/Windows:

i. Ping: 

◦ Ping is short for Packet Internet Groper. This command is mainly used for checking 
the network connectivity among host/server and host.  The ping command takes the URL
or IP address as input and transfers the data packet to a specified address along with a 
"PING" message.  Then, it will get a reply from the host/server. 

◦ The ping command permits us to: 

▪ Test our Internet connection. 

▪ Check if the remote machine is active. 

▪ Analyse when there are network problems such as high latency or dropped packages.

◦ When we try to "ping" the remote host, our machine starts transferring ICMP echo 
requests and delays for a response. We will get an echo response for all requests when 
the connection is made.

◦ The basic syntax of the ping command contains ping pursued by the hostname, a website
name, or exact IP address.
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      Syntax:    ping [options] hostname or IP addres

      Example: ping logmieer.com

◦ For stopping the process, we can use the Ctrl+C keys.

▪ from: It tells the target and its IP address.                      
Important: The IP address might be different for any website depending on our 
geographical location. 

▪ ttl=56: It tells the value, i.e., Time to Live from 1-255. Also, it indicates network 
number hops a packet could take before any router removes it.  

▪ icmp_seq=1: It tells the all ICMP packet's sequence number. It increases by a single 
number for all subsequent echo requests. 

▪ time=14.6 ms: It tells the Time that it took any packet for reaching the target and 
come back to the origin. It expressed in ms (milliseconds). 

◦ ping "localhost" for checking Local Network: 

If we find issues reaching a remote machine or a website, we can ping the localhost 
to ensure that we have a network connection. We can use anyone of the following 
ways for checking the interface of the local network:

• ping 0: It is one of the quickest option to ping a localhost. The terminal will 
resolve determine the IP address and gives a response once we enter this 
command. 

• ping localhost: We can use the ping localhost name. This name will refer to 
our system and when we enter this command, we will say "ping this 
system". 

• ping 127.0.0.1: A few people prefer entering the IP address to ping the 
localhost. 

          Whichever method you choose, the ping output looks the same.
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◦ Ping Commands in Linux with example:
▪ Specify the internet protocol                                                                                  

IPv6 is the IP address alphanumeric format that will supersede IPv4. The reason for 
this is there is a limited number of IPv4 address, and we are running out of possible 
combinations.

                     To request IPv6 or IPv4 address, add -6 or -4 after the ping command and 
before a hostname/IP.

Syntax: ping -6 hostname/IPv6

ping-4 hostname/IPv4

▪ Change Time Interval Between Ping Packets:

The default interval between each ping request is set to one second. You can increase 
or decrease that time using the –i switch. To decrease the ping interval, use values 

lower than 1.

ping -i 0.5 google.com

To increase the ping interval, enter any value higher than 1.

▪ Change Ping Packet Size: 

In some scenarios, you may want to use -s to increase the packet size from the 

default value of 56 (84) bytes. The number in parenthesis represents the ping bytes 
sent including 28 bytes of the header packet. This command is useful when testing 
network performance. 

For example, to increase the packet size to 1000 bytes:

ping -s 1000 google.com
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▪ Flood a Network Using ping to Test Performance:

You can use ping flood to test your network performance under heavy load.

Ping flood -f option requires root to execute. Otherwise, apply sudo to your ping 

command to flood a host. This command sends a large number of packets as soon as 
possible.

sudo ping -f hostname-IP

The output prints a dot for every sent package, and a backspace for every 
response. The statistics line shows a summary of the ping command.

▪ Limit Number of Ping Packets

To make the ping command automatically stop after it sends a certain number of 

packets, use -c and a number. This sets the desired amount of ping requests, as 

shown in this example:

ping -c 2 google.com

 To view the complete list with the remaining ping options, run the man 
command 

man ping 

inside the terminal

 The following are some generally used ping commands:

a- It produces a sound if the peer could be reached. 

eg: ping -a youtube.com

b- It permits ping the IP address of a broadcast.

B- It prevents the ping from changing the probe source address.

c- It limits the number of transferred ping requests.

d- It sets an option, i.e., SO-DEBUG over the used socket.

f- It floods the network by transferring several packets per second. 

i- It describes the interval among the successive transmission of the packet. One 
   second is the default value.

l- It specifies several packets to transfer without delaying a response.

q- It shows IP addresses in the output of the ping instead of hostnames.
T- It fixes the Time To Live.
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v- It gives verbose output.
V- It shows the version of the ping and exits to a newer command prompt line.

ping -V youtube.com

ii. ifconfig: 
The command ifconfig stands for interface configurator. This command enables us 

to initialize an interface, assign IP address, enable or disable an interface. It display route 
and network interface.

You can view IP address, MAC address and MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) with 
ifconfig command.

A newer version of ifconfig is ip command. ifconfig command works for all the versions.

Syntax:          ifconfig

Look at the above snapshot, it shows the IP address of all three that is eth, lo and wlan

• To find IP address of all three differently, use command

ifconfig eth0

ifconfig lo
ifconfig wlan0

• Enable or Disable specific interface

To enable specific interface                           ifup eth0

To disable specific interface  ifdown eth0
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• Following are the differences between ipconfig and ifconfig:

1. Stands for: ipconfig stands for Internet Protocol Configuration, while ifconfig stands 
for Interface Configuration.

2. Introduction: ipconfig can be used in a console application that displays all the network
configurations of the currently connected network devices and can modify their DHCP 
and DNS settings. Ifconfig is a system administrator utility that is used to configure, 
control, and query the TCP/IP network configurations of the system.

3. Supported OS: The ipconfig command is supported by the Microsoft Windows 
operating system, React OS, and Apple Mac OS. Some of the latest versions of the 
Linux OS also supports ipconfig. The ifconfig command is supported by Unix-based 
operating systems.

4. Functionality: The ipconfig command displays all the currently connected network 
interfaces whether they are active or not. On the other hand, the ifconfig command 
displays only the enabled network interfaces that are connected to the system.

5. Displaying all Interfaces configuration: The ‘ipconfig/all’ command is used to display 
all the network configurations of the system in Microsoft Windows OS, while the 
‘ifconfig -a’ command is used for the same in a Unix-based OS.

iii.  Hostname:

Linux hostname command allows us to set and view the hostname of the system. A 
hostname is the name of any computer that is connected to a network that is uniquely 
identified over a network. It can be accessed without using a particular IP address.

By default, the hostname of a system is set during the installation of OS. Even if we install a 
virtual machine, it is dynamically assigned by the system. But, there may be some 
conditions whenever we want to change the hostname. The hostname command will let us 
do so.

Syntax:

The basic syntax for the hostname command is as follows:

hostname

https://www.javatpoint.com/ip-full-form
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iv. whois: 

The whois command displays information about a website's record. You may get all the 
information about a website regarding its registration and owner's information.

Syntax:

whois <websiteName>

Example:

whois logmieer.com

Look at the above snapshot, you can see all type of information. It displays much longer 
information than this but we haven't shown it.

A typical whois record will contain the following information:

• The name and contact information of the registrant: The owner of the domain. 
• The name and contact information of the registrar: The organization that registered the 

domain name. 
• The registration date. 
• When the information was last updated. 
• The expiration date. 

Using whois with an IP address is just as simple as using it with a domain name. Just specify an IP

address after whois, like so:

whois 205.251.242.103
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v. Netstat:

• Linux netstat command stands for Network statistics. 

• It displays information about different interface statistics, including open sockets, 
routing tables, and connection information. 

• Further, it can be used to displays all the socket connections (including TCP, UDP). 

• it also displays the sockets that are pending for connections. It is a handy tool for 
network and system administrators. 

• Syntax:

netstat 

1. (none): If no option is specified, it will execute the default command that displays a 
list of open sockets of all configured address families.

2. route, -r: It is used to print the kernel routing tables. The "netstat -r" command and 
"route -e" command will produce the same output.

3. groups, -g: It is used to display multicast group membership information different IP
versions (Ipv4 and IPV6).

4. interfaces, -i: It is used to display all network interfaces.

5. masquerade, -M: It displays masqueraded connections.

6. statistics, -s: This option displays the summary statistics for each protocol.

7. listening, -l: It is used to display only listening sockets.

8. all -a: It is used to display both sockets (i.e., listening and non-listening). By 
specifying the '--interfaces' option, we can list the interfaces that are not up.

vi. Route:

• The route command displays and manipulate IP routing table for your system.

• A router is a device which is basically used to determine the best way to route packets to 
a destination.

Syntax:

route

Look at the above snapshot, it displays all existing routing table entries on our system.

https://www.javatpoint.com/ip
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vii. Tracert/Traceroute/Tracepath:

• Traceroute command in Linux prints the route that a packet takes to reach the host. 

• This command is useful when you want to know about the route and about all the hops that a
packet takes. 

• Below image depicts how traceroute command is used to reach the Google(172.217.26.206) 
host from the local machine and it also prints detail about all the hops that it visits in 
between.

• Syntax:

traceroute [options]  host_Address [pathlength]

• Options:

The following command-line options are supported by the traceroute command:

-f, --first-hop=NUM: It is used to set the initial hop distance.

-g, --gateways=GATES: to display a list of gateways for loose source routing.

-I, --icmp: It is specified to use ICMP ECHO as a probe.

-m, --max-hop=NUM: It is used to set maximal hop count, the default is 64.

-M, --type=METHOD: It specifies the METHOD (icmp or udp) for traceroute 
operations, the default method is udp.

-p, --port=PORT: It is defined to use destination PORT port, the default PORT is 
33434.

-q, --tries=NUM: It is used to forward NUM probe packets per hop, the default is 3.

--resolve-hostnames: It is used to resolve the hostnames.

-t, --tos=NUM: It is used to set the type of service (TOS) to NUM.

-w, --wait=NUM: It is used to wait in seconds for a response, the default is 3.-?, --
help: It is used to display the help manual that contains a brief description of 

supported command-line options and usage.

--usage: It displays a short usage message.

-V, --version: It is used to display the version information of the traceroute.
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• Tracepath is similar to traceroute command, but it doesn't require root privileges. 
• By default, it is installed in Ubuntu but you may have to download traceroute on Ubuntu. 
• It traces the network path of the specified destination and reports each hop along the path. .
• If you have a slow network then tracepath will show you where your network is weak.
• Syntax: tracepath <destination>  
• Exmaple: tracepath google.com

Look at the above snapshot, path to the javatpoint.com is being traced by the tracepath command.

viii. NSlookup:
• The nslookup command is used to query Internet name servers interactively for information.
• nslookup, which stands for "name server lookup", is a useful tool for finding out information 

about a named domain.
• By default, nslookup will translate a domain name to an IP address (or vice versa). 
• For instance, to find out what the IP address of google.com is, 
• you could run the command:

nslookup google.com

• Here, 127.0.0.53 is the address of our system's Domain Name Server. This is the server our  
system is configured to use to translate domain names into IP addresses. "#53" indicates that
we are communicating with it on port 53, which is the standard port number domain name 
servers use to accept queries.

• Below this, we have our lookup information for google.com. Our name server returned two 
entries, 172.217.166.78 and 2404:6800:4009:80d::200e. This indicates that google.com uses
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a round robin setup to distribute server load. When you access google.com, you may be 
directed to either of these servers and your packets will be routed to the correct destination.

ix. ARP: 
• ARP manipulates or displays the kernel's IPv4network neighbour cache. It can add entries 

to the table, delete one, or display the current content.
• ARP stands for Address Resolution Protocol, which is used to find the address of a 

network neighbor for a given IPv4 address.
• arp syntax

arp [-vn] [-H type] [-i if] -a [hostname]
arp [-v] [-i if] -d hostname [pub]
arp [-v] [-H type] [-i if] -s hostname hw_addr [temp]
arp [-v] [-H type] [-i if] -s hostname hw_addr [netmask nm] pub
arp [-v] [-H type] [-i if] -Ds hostname ifa [netmask nm] pub
arp [-vnD] [-H type] [-i if] -f [filename]

• Modes
• arp with no mode specifies will print the current content of the table. It is possible to limit

 the number of entries printed, by specifying an hardware address type, interface name 
or host address.

• arp -d address will delete an ARP table entry. Root privilege is required to do this. The 
entry is found by IP address. If a hostname is given, it will be resolved before looking 
up the entry in the ARP table.

• The command:
arp -s address hw_addr

is used to set up a new table entry. The format of the hw_addr parameter is dependent 
on the hardware class, but for most classes one can assume that the usual presentation 
can be used.

• For the Ethernet class, this is 6 bytes in hexadecimal, separated by colons. When adding
 proxy arp entries (that is those with the publish ("pub") flag set a netmask may be 
specified to proxy arp for entire subnets. This is not good practice, but is supported by 
older kernels because it can be useful. If the temp flag is not supplied entries will be 
permanent stored into the ARP cache. To simplify setting up entries for one of your 
network interfaces, you can use the "arp -Ds address ifname" form. In that case the 
hardware address is taken from the interface with the specified name.

x. Finger:
• Finger command is a user information lookup command which gives details of all the 

users logged in. 
• This tool is generally used by system administrators. It provides details like login 

name, user name, idle time, login time, and in some cases their email address even. 
• This tool is similar to the Pinky tool but the Pinky tool is just the lightweight version of

this tool.
• Installing finger User Information Lookup Tool

sudo apt-get install finger

• Working with finger User Information Lookup Tool

finger salim_khan
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• As can be seen, it displays the login name, name, directory, shell, login time, email, and plan 
of the user.

• To get idle status and login details of a user.
finger -s salim_khan

xi. Port Scan / nmap: Scanning network for open ports with nmap command

• You can use nmap tool for this job. It is flexible in specifying targets. User can scan entire

network or selected host or single server. Nmap is also useful to test your firewall rules. 

• nmap is metwork exploration tool and security / port scanner. 

• According to nmap man page:

• It is an open source tool for network exploration and security auditing. 

• It was designed to rapidly scan large networks, although it works fine against single hosts. 
Nmap uses raw IP packets in novel ways to determine what hosts are available on the 
network, what service (application name and version) those hosts are offering, what 
operating systems (and OS versions) they are running, what type of packet filters/firewalls 
are in use, and dozens of other characteristics. 

• While Nmap is commonly used for security audits, many systems and network administrators 
find it useful for routine tasks such as network inventory, managing service upgrade 
schedules, and monitoring host or service uptime.

➢ map port scanning

TCP Connect scanning for localhost and network 192.168.0.0/24

# nmap -v -sT localhost

# nmap -v -sT 192.168.0.0/24

➢ nmap TCP SYN (half-open) scanning

# nmap -v -sS localhost

# nmap -v -sS 192.168.0.0/24

➢ nmap TCP FIN scanning

# nmap -v -sF localhost

# nmap -v -sF 192.168.0.0/24

➢ nmap TCP Xmas tree scanning

Useful to see if firewall protecting against this kind of attack or not:

# nmap -v -sX localhost

# nmap -v -sX 192.168.0.0/24
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➢ nmap TCP Null scanning

Useful to see if firewall protecting against this kind attack or not:

# nmap -v -sN localhost

# nmap -v -sN 192.168.0.0/24

Conclusion : In this assignment we learnt different Linux commands used in network and their 
utilization with their options.
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Assignment No. 02A

Title: Configuration of router using router commands 

Objectives: To understand network layer protocol and its implementation

Problem Statement: Using a  Network Simulator  (e.g.  packet  tracer)  Configure  a  router  using
router commands

Theory:

What is routing ?

• A Router is a process of selecting path along which the data can be transferred from source
to the destination. Routing is performed by a special device known as a router. 

• A Router works at the network layer in the OSI model and internet layer in TCP/IP model 
• A router is a networking device that forwards the packet based on the information available

in the packet header and forwarding table. 

Needs of routing:

• They  help  nodes  identify  the  preferred  neighbor  (next  hop)  in  the  optimal  path  to  a
destination. 

• They help nodes forward packets hop-by-hop from the source to the destination.

• The data packet contains the destination node in its header. When a node receives a data
packet, it forwards it to the preferred neighbor in the optimal path to the destination.

Steps to Configure Router using router commands (Network Simulator - Cisco Packet Tracer)

• The basic router configuration tasks such as configuring hostname, banner, and IP address
are some of the common tasks :

1. Configure Hostname:

◦ A hostname is used to define the name of a device. Each device on a network should
have a unique hostname. To configure the hostname of a router, execute the following
commands.

Router>enable
Router#config t
Router(config)#hostname Router1                       

The preceding commands will change the current hostname to Router1.

2. Configure Banner:

◦ Banner is used to displaying a short message when a user login to a device. There are
various types of banners. The mostly used banners on a Cisco router are Message-Of-
The-Day (MOTD), Login, and User EXEC.

1. MOTD: This banner is used to display a temporary short message to users.

2. Login: This banner is displayed after the MOTD banner but before logging into the
system. Generally, it is used to display a permanent message to the users. 

KVNNSPS's Loknete Gopinathji Munde Institute of Engineering Education Research, Nashik-02
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3. Exec: This banner is displayed when a user enters into the User EXEC mode. 

The  most  commonly  used  banner  is  the  Message-Of-The-Day  (MOTD)  banner.  To  
configure the MOTD banner, execute the following commands.

Router1(config)#banner motd #
This device is only for simulation purpose.
#
Router1(config)#exit
Router#exit

The following figure displays how to configure the hostname and MOTD banner on a Cisco 
router.

3. Configure Console Password:

◦ To configure the console password on a router, execute the following commands in the
global configuration mode.

Router1(config)#line console 0
Router1(config-line)#password 123456
Router1(config-line)#login
Router1(config-line)#exit 

KVNNSPS's Loknete Gopinathji Munde Institute of Engineering Education Research, Nashik-02
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◦ To verify the banner and console passwords, type exit in the privilege mode, and then
press Enter. The banner, which you have set in the previous step, should be displayed.
Notice the banner and type your password at the Password: prompt.

4. Configuring Telnet Password:

◦ Telnet is a remote administration tool. 

◦ It allows you to manage a device using the Command Line Interface (CLI) interface
from a remote location. To prevent the unauthorized users from misusing a device, it is
recommended to configure a strong password for the Telnet program. 

◦ To configure a password for the Telnet program, execute the following commands in the
global configuration mode.

Router1(config)#line vty 0 4
Router1(config-line)#password telnet123
Router1(config-line)#login
Router1(config-line)#exit
Router1(config)#

The following figure displays how to configure user authentication on a Cisco router.

KVNNSPS's Loknete Gopinathji Munde Institute of Engineering Education Research, Nashik-02
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◦ To verify the user authentication, exit from the User EXEC mode, and press Enter. 

◦ You will be prompted for entering the username and password. Use the username and
password that you have defined in the previous step.

5. Configuring IP Addresses on Cisco Routers:

◦ Configuring appropriate  IP addresses  on a  network is one of  the  frequently  required
basic router configuration tasks. 

◦ Communication devices on a network require a unique identification address called IP
address  to  communicate  to  each  other.  After  configuring  hostname,  banner,  and
passwords on a router, now its time to configure the appropriate IP addresses on the
routers. 

◦ For example,  let’s complete the following IP address configuration tasks on a router
named Router1.

▪     Configure 10.0.0.1/8 IP address on the FastEthernet interface.

▪     Configure 192.168.1.1/24 IP address on the Serial 1/0 interface

▪     Set the 64000 clock rate value on the Serial 1/0 interface.

◦ To configure the 10.0.0.1/8 IP address on the FastEthernett interface, execute the
following commands.

Router1(config)#interface fastethernet 0/0
Router1(config-if)#ip address 10.0.0.1 255.0.0.0
Router1(config-if)#no shutdown
Router1(config-if)#exit

◦ To configure the 192.168.1.1/24 IP address on the Serial 1/0 interface with the clock
rate as 64000, execute the following commands.

Router1(config)#interface serial 1/0 
       Router1(config-if)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

Router1(config-if)#clock rate 64000
Router1(config-if)#no shutdown

The following figure displays how to configure IP addresses on a router.
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6. Saving the configuration permanently:

◦ The configuration done by a user is saved in the running-config (RAM) file on a router.

◦ If the power supply cuts off due to any reason, the configurations that are not saved on
the startup-config (NVRAM) file would be lost. 

◦ Hence, it is important to save your router’s configuration to startup-config. To do this,
execute the following command.

Router#copy running-config startup-config

◦ When the Destination filename [startup-config]? message appears, assign a file name or
press Enter to accept the default file name.

7. Configuring TCP/IP Settings on PCs

◦ After configuring the IP addresses on a router, now, we will discuss how to configure the
TCP/IP settings on the PCs in Cisco Packet Tracer.

◦ For example, let’s configure the following TCP/IP settings on a PC named PC0.

▪ IP address: 10.0.0.2 

▪ Subnet mask: 255.0.0.0 
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▪ Default gateway: 10.0.0.1 

◦ To configure the preceding TCP/IP settings on a PC, you need to perform the following
steps.

1. Double-click PC0, on the PC0 properties dialog box, click the Desktop tab and
then click the IP Configuration option. 

2. On the IP Configuration dialog box, configure the following TCP/IP settings: 

•    Type 10.0.0.2 in the IP Address field. 

• Type 255.0.0.0 in the Subnet Mask field. 
• Type 10.0.0.1 in the Default Gateway field. 

The following figure displays the IP Configuration dialog box in Cisco Packet Tracer.

Conclusion : Hence we configurated of router using router commands of network successfully.
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Assignment No. 02B

Title: Configuration of router using subnetting of network

Objectives: To understand network layer protocol and its implementation

Problem Statement: Using a  Network Simulator  (e.g.  packet  tracer)  Configure  a  router  using
subnetting of network

Theory:

what is Subnetting?

Subnetting is a process of dividing large network into the smaller networks based on layer 3

IP address. Every computer on network has an IP address that represents its location on

network. Two version of IP addresses are available IPv4 and IPv6. In this article we will

perform Subnetting on IPv4.

IPv4

IP addresses are displayed in dotted decimal notation, and appear as four numbers separated

by dots. Each number of an IP address is made from eight individual bits known as octet.

Each octet can create number value from 0 to 255. An IP address would be 32 bits long in

binary divided into the two components, network component and host component. Network

component is used to identify the network that the packet is intend for, and host component is

used to identify the individual host on network.

IP addresses are broken into the two components:

• Network component: - Defines network segment of device.

• Host component: - Defines the specific device on a particular network segment

IP Classes in decimal notation

• Class A addresses range from 1-126

• Class B addresses range from 128-191

• Class C addresses range from 192-223

• Class D addresses range from 224 -239

• Class E addresses range from 240-254

0 [Zero] is reserved and represents all IP addresses.

127 is a reserved address and is used for testing, like a loop back on an interface.

255 is a reserved address and is used for broadcasting purposes.
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• Subnet mask: 

◦ Subnet mask is a 32 bits long address used to distinguish between network address and
host address

◦ in IP address. Subnet mask is always used with IP address. Subnet mask has only one
purpose, to

◦ identify which part of an IP address is network address and which part is host address.

◦ For example how will we figure out network partition and host partition from IP address

◦ 192.168.1.10? Here we need subnet mask to get details about network address and host
address.

◦ In decimal notation subnet mask value 1 to 255 represent network address and value
0 [Zero] represent host address.

◦ In binary notation subnet mask ON bit [1] represent network address while OFF bit [0]
represent host address.

• In decimal notation

IP address 192.168.1.10

Subnet mask 255.255.255.0

Network address is 192.168.1 and host address is 10.

• In binary notation

IP address 11000000.10101000.00000001.00001010

Subnet mask 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000

Network address is 11000000.10101000.00000001 and host address is 00001010

IP  Class Default Subnet Network bits Host bits Total hosts Valid hosts
A 255.0.0.0 First 8 bits Last 24 bits 16, 777, 216 16, 777, 214
B 255.255.0.0 First 16 bits Last 16 bits 65,536 65,534
C 255.255.255.0 First 24 bits Last 8 bits 256 254

• Network ID

First address of subnet is called network ID. This address is used to identify one segment or
broadcast domain from all the other segments in the network.

• Block Size

Block size is the size of subnet including network address, hosts addresses and broadcast
address.

• Broadcast ID :There are two types of broadcast, direct broadcast and full broadcast.

• Direct broadcast or local broadcast is the last address of subnet and can be hear by all hosts
in subnet.

• Full broadcast is the last address of IP classes and can be hear by all IP hosts in network. Full
broadcast address is 255.255.255.255
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The main difference between direct broadcast and full broadcast is that routers will not propagate

local broadcasts between segments, but they will propagate directed broadcasts.

• Host Addresses

All address between the network address and the directed broadcast address is called host
address for the subnet. You can assign host addresses to any IP devices such as PCs, servers,
routers, and switches.

• Subnetting

Subnetting is  a process of breaking large network in small  networks known as subnets.
Subnetting happens when we extend default boundary of subnet mask. Basically we borrow
host bits to create networks. Let's take a example

Being  a  network  administrator you  are  asked  to  create  two  networks,  each  will  host  30
systems.

Single class C IP range can fulfill this requirement, still you have to purchase 2 class C IP range,
one for each network.  Single class C range provides  256 total  addresses and we need only 30
addresses,  this  will  waste  226 addresses.  These  unused addresses  would make additional  route
advertisements slowing down the network.

With subnetting you only need to purchase single range of class C. You can configure router to take

first 26 bits instead of default 24 bits as network bits. In this case we would extend default boundary

of subnet mask and borrow 2 host bits to create networks. By taking two bits from the host range

and counting them as network bits, we can create two new subnets, and assign hosts them. As long

as the two new network bits match in the address, they belong to the same network. You can

change either of the two bits, and you would be in a new subnet.

Class C Subnetting:

Default subnet mask of class C is 255.255.255.0. CIDR notation of class C is /24, which means 24
bits from IP address are already consumed by network portion and we have 8 host bits to work with.
We cannot skip network bit, when we turned them on. Subnetting moves from left to right. So Class
C subnet masks can only be the following:
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As we have already discussed earlier in this article that we have to have at least 2 host bits for

assigning IP addresses to hosts, that means we can't use /31 and /32 for subnetting.

CIDR /26 has subnet mask 255.255.255.192 and 192 is 11000000 in binary. We used two host bits
in

network address.

N = 2

H = 6

Total subnets ( 2 N ) :- 2 2 = 4

Block size (256 - subnet mask) :- 256 - 192 = 64

Valid subnets ( Count blocks from 0) :- 0,64,128,192

Total hosts (2 H ) :- 2 6 = 64

Valid hosts per subnet ( Total host - 2 ) :- 64 - 2 = 62

CIDR 26 255.255.255.0/26

Fig. a Class C Network with CIDR 26
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Fig. N/W Connectivity between 192.168.2.60 from 192.168.1.10

Fig. Connectivity for 192.168.1.10 to 192.168.1.50
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Conclusion : Hence we configurated of router using subnetting of network successfully.
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Assignment No. 03A

Title: Configuration of Static routing

Objectives: To understand network layer protocol and its implementation

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) Configure Static routing

Theory:

Like in regular life, to reach to a destination, we need to know the route to it, else we get lost, so is
in the world of Networks. For the data or packet to traverse to another location, it must know the
route; else it gets lost / dropped.

For Network devices to communicate they should be able to reach each other and to do this you can
use the following.

1. Default Routing
2. Static Routing 
3. Dynamic Routing 

Choosing which method from the above depends on the number of devices in the network. For a
small network you could handle the routing through some static routes and default route.

Static Routing: 

• This is  the Routing where the route to  a network is  entered manually by your network
administrator. 

• The  administrator  sees  the  network  design  and  accordingly  decides  to  add  routes  for
communication. Using the help of the static route, the administrator tells the device what
path it should take to reach some other device. 

• This is a tedious process if you network begins to grow over 10 devices as the network
administrator will have to enter these routes for all the devices to communicate with each
other.

• The network administrator will configure the router interfaces with manual entries of the
route.  It  is  a  difficult  task if  the network is  increasing with more devices  being added.
Ideally networks under 10 routers can be configured with only static routing.

The Benefits of using Static Route:

• As the route is entered by the administrator, the CPU load is less, as no computations need
to be performed.

• The bandwidth consumption will be less. Dynamic routing protocols send a lot of their own 
data like metrics, authentication etc. over to other routers which consume the bandwidth.

• Adds to security because the routes are added by the administrator and nothing is done 
automatically / dynamically. The admin enters specific routes where they intend to reach.

The Drawbacks of Static Route:

• If you have a fairly large network, the administrator has a tedious job of configuring the
routes manually with are time consuming and also prone to human error.
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• Can be confusing when looking to troubleshoot connectivity issues.

• If any changes in the network, the same need to be modified across all the routers.

Configure Static Route:

Configuring a static route is very simple and easy. It’s just one statement.

The simplified syntax would look like:

Router(config)# ip route <destination network> <destination subnet mask>   < next hop ip 
address>

OR

Router(config)# ip route <destination network> < destination subnet mask> <Self router exit 
interface>

Where-

ip route is used to create a static route.

destination_network is the network in which you are trying to reach.

subnet_mask is used on the network.

next-hop_address is the ip address of a router’s interface that is a directly connected network. It 
will receive the packet from the router and forward it to the remote network.

exit interface is used in place of the next-hop address (if required).

Consider the below scenario and see the respective configuration.
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Router A’s routing table show the networks directly connected.

Router B’s routing table show the networks directly connected.

Below are the IP addresses assigned to the hosts or PCs.

PC 0:
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PC 1:

PC 2:

When we ping from PC0 to PC1, we get successful ping replies, because both are in same network.

When we ping from PC0 to PC2, we get a failure, (Destination host Unreachable). Notice the IP
address, reply coming from the router i.e. 10.0.0.100 which means the packet is reaching the router
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but the router does not know whom to send ( the 20.0.0.0 network is not in the routing table), and
thus drops it.

If you cross check by ping PC 2 from PC 3, we get successful ping ( Same Network) , but PC 3
cannot ping to the PC0 or PC1 ( Different Network)
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We understand that there is no communication between 10.0.0.0 and 20.0.0.0 network. Thus for
device to communicate successfully, they should know about each other. We will use Static routing
to make them aware.

Let us configure our routers, we begin with Router_A,

Here, ip route is the command we use for static routes.
Now check the routing table and we should see some static route entry in it. The entry marked near 
a ‘S’ is the static route.

Command to check the routing table is “show ip route”
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Now test by pining from PC0 to PC2 or PC3, we should get successful ping now and vice

Conclusion : Hence we configurated static routing of network successfully.
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Assignment No. 03B

Title: Configuration of Default routing

Objectives: To understand network layer protocol and its implementation

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) Configure Default routing

Theory:

What is dafault Routing?

When a packet arrives on an interface of a router, the router checks the destination network address
of the arrived-packet and finds that destination address in the routing table. If the router finds an
entry for the destination network, the router forwards the incoming packet from the interface that is
specified in the entry.

If the router does not find an entry for the destination network, the router checks the default route. If
the default route is available, the router forwards the incoming packet from the interface that is 
specified in the default route.

If the default route is not available, the router drops the incoming packet. A router uses a default 
route to forward all incoming packets; those destination addresses are not available in the routing 
table.

Usually, a default route is used in the following situations.

• To forward all packets to a single destination. 

• To forward all unknown packets (whose destination network addresses are not available in 
the routing table) to a server or a device for logging and troubleshooting purposes. 

• To forward all packets to a device or a router that knows how to reach remote networks or 
has a routing table that has entries for all remote networks. 

Configure default routing for a single exit point

If two sites are connected through a single connection, instead of a routing protocol that consumes
precious bandwidth by sending broadcast messages,  they can use a default  route.  For example,
suppose a company has a central office and several remote sites. Each remote site has only one
possible physical route to send packets to the central office. Since each site has only one route to
reach the central office, it can use a default route.

To configure a default route from all four remote sites (RS1, RS2, RS3, and RS4) use the following
global configuration command.

Router(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 [exit-interface or IP address of the
next-hop]

If you want to use the exit-interface in the configuration, specify the name of the local interface that
is connected to the central office.

If you want to use the IP address of the next-hop in the configuration, specify the IP address of the 
interface of the central office’s router that is connected to this (local) router.                                 
Let’s use both options in the configuration.
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Configure a default route on RS1 and RS2 using the exit-interface option.

Remote site 1 (RS1)

Router(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 serial 0/0/0

Remote site 2 (RS2)

Router(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 serial 0/0/0

Since both routers RS1 and RS2 are connected to the central office through their serial 0/0/0 
interfaces, I specified the value "serial 0/0/0" in the exit-interface option of both commands.

Configure a default route on RS1 and RS2 using the IP address of the next-hop option.

Remote site 3 (RS3)

Router(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 30.0.0.1

Remote site 4 (RS4)

Router(config)#ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 40.0.0.1

Remote sites RS3 and RS4 are connected to the central office’s router’s serial 0/1/0 and serial 0/1/1 
interfaces, respectively. IP addresses 30.0.0.1 and 40.0.0.1 are configured on serial 0/1/0 and serial 
0/1/1 interfaces, respectively. Thus, to configure default routes, I specified these addresses in the 
next-hop options of both commands.

Conclusion : Hence we configurated default routing of network successfully.
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Assignment No. 04A

Title: Configuration of EIGRP ((Enhanced- Interior Gateway Routing Protocol)

Objectives: To understand Distance vector routing and how to configure EIGRP protocol.

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure EIGRP – Explore
Neighbor-ship Requirements and Conditions, its K Values Metrics Assignment and Calculation

Theory:

What are IGRP and EIGRP?

• The major disadvantage of RIP is that it is unable to route traffic if the destination is away
from 15 hops. More over RIP fail to identify less populated path as it sticking with Hop
count  metric,  only  consider  less  number  Hops.  RIP doesn‟t  check  whether     the  path  is  
populated or busy.

• (E)IGRP excludes this all the limitations of RIP, It can be used for larger network more than
15 hops! (255 maximum hop count)

• Assure stable routing even in very large or composite networks. No routing loops should
happen.

• Quick reaction to variations in network topology.

• Low overhead, means requires small bandwidth to operate.

EIGRP Metric Calculation:

Instead of a simple metric, a combination of metrics is used to choose best path.

The best path is picked out by on a complex metric using:

If K5 = 0, the reliability term is not included.

It implies metric is proportional to many factors rather than a single parameter as in RIP.

Here the metric derived from Internetwork delay, Bandwidth, and Reliability.

The default version of IGRP has K1 == K3 == 1, K2 == K4 == K5 == 0

Excluding the indeterminate forms we end up with:

Metric={Bandwidth+ Delay}

• The terms used in the metric computation are not the raw values gained from the #show
interface command. But these values are obtained from #show ip route command.
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• (E)IGRP capable  of  perform Multipath  routing,  what  is  Multipath  routing?  Unlike  RIP,
which  only  recalls  a  single  route  to  any  specified  target,  IGRP can  remember  up  to  4
different paths to any given destination!

• Multipath  routing  lets  IGRP to  balance  traffic  loads  over  multiple  routes,  an protecting
against the impacts of link failures.

• IGRP uses port number 9 for communication

Excluding the indeterminate forms we end up with:

Metric={Bandwidth+ Delay}

• The terms used in the metric computation are not the raw values gained from the #show
interface command. But these values are obtained from #show ip route command.

• (E)IGRP capable  of  perform Multipath  routing,  what  is  Multipath  routing?  Unlike  RIP,
which  only  recalls  a  single  route  to  any  specified  target,  IGRP can  remember  up  to  4
different paths to any given destination! 

• Multipath routing lets IGRP to balance traffic loads over multiple routes,  and protecting
against the impacts of link failures.

• IGRP uses port number 9 for communication

What Autonomous System (AS):

An Autonomous System (AS) is a single network or a collection of networks that is organized by a
common Network Administrator. It is also referred as a routing domain. An autonomous system
is allotted globally by a unique number called an Autonomous System Number (ASN). This number
often used in IGRP and EIGRP configuration commands.
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EIGRP Example Configuration in Cisco Router:

Now I‟m going to go to EIGRP configuration example packet tracer. Let‟s take the same network
scenario that we discussed in RIP configuration as our EIGRP configuration topology. To reduce
complexity of this article I removed the IP address assignment steps

EIGRP Configuration Commands: Router 1

RIP or (E)IGRP Which one I should use?

Which one is better RIP (Routing Information Protocol) or (E)IGRP (Enhanced- Interior

Gateway Routing Protocol)? Which one I should use?

However I cannot tell you which of these two protocols are better, because networks may

vary in lots of ways. You must have complete awareness about these Routing Protocols and

your network topology while choosing those.

Routing protocol strictly depends on the network architecture which you are dealing with.

My recommendation is that if you do have the opportunity to use EIGRP, then you have to

use it over IGRP or RIP. EIGRP is absolutely an improved routing protocol than both RIP

and IGRP.

Conclusion: Students have successfully implemented EIGRP configuration.
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Assignment No. 04B

Title: Configuration of RIPv2 (Routing Information Protocol)

Objectives:To understand how to configure network using RIPv2 protocol.

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure RIPv2

Theory:

• RIP stands for Routing Information Protocol. RIP is an intra-domain routing protocol used 
within an autonomous system. Here, intra-domain means routing the packets in a defined 
domain,            

• For example, web browsing within an institutional area. To understand the RIP protocol, our
main focus is to know the structure of the packet, how many fields it contains, and how 
these fields determine the routing table.

Before understanding the structure of the packet, we first look at the following points:

• RIP is based on the distance vector-based strategy, so we consider the entire structure as a 
graph where nodes are the routers, and the links are the networks. 

• In a routing table, the first column is the destination, or we can say that it is a network 
address. 

• The cost metric is the number of hops to reach the destination. The number of hops available
in a network would be the cost. The hop count is the number of networks required to reach 
the destination. 

• In RIP, infinity is defined as 16, which means that the RIP is useful for smaller networks or 
small autonomous systems. The maximum number of hops that RIP can contain is 15 hops, 
i.e., it should not have more than 15 hops as 16 is infinity. 

• The next column contains the address of the router to which the packet is to be sent to reach 
the destination. 

How is hop count determined?

When the router sends the packet to the network segment, then it is counted as a single hop.
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In the above figure, when the router 1 forwards the packet to the router 2 then it will count as 1 hop 
count. Similarly, when the router 2 forwards the packet to the router 3 then it will count as 2 hop 
count, and when the router 3 forwards the packet to router 4, it will count as 3 hop count. In the 
same way, RIP

can support maximum upto 15 hops, which means that the 16 routers can be configured in a RIP.

RIP Message Format

Now, we look at the structure of the RIP message format. The message format is used to share 
information among different routers. The RIP contains the following fields in a message:

• Command: It is an 8-bit field that is used for request or reply. The value of the request is 1, 
and the value of the reply is 2. 

• Version: Here, version means that which version of the protocol we are using. Suppose we 
are using the protocol of version1, then we put the 1 in this field. 

• Reserved: This is a reserved field, so it is filled with zeroes. 
• Family: It is a 16-bit field. As we are using the TCP/IP family, so we put 2 value in this field.
• Network Address: It is defined as 14 bytes field. If we use the IPv4 version, then we use 4 

bytes, and the other 10 bytes are all zeroes. 
• Distance: The distance field specifies the hop count, i.e., the number of hops used to reach 

the destination. 

How does the RIP work?

• If there are 8 routers in a network where Router 1 wants to send the data to Router 3. 
• If the network is configured with RIP, it will choose the route which has the least number of 

hops. 
• There are three routes in the above network, i.e., Route 1, Route 2, and Route 3. 
• The Route 2 contains the least number of hops, i.e., 2 where Route 1 contains 3 hops, and 

Route 3 contains 4 hops, so RIP will choose Route 2.
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How RIP updates its Routing table

The following timers are used to update the routing table:

• RIP update timer : 30 sec : The routers configured with RIP send their updates to all the 
neighboring routers every 30 seconds.

• RIP Invalid timer : 180 sec : The RIP invalid timer is 180 seconds, which means that if the 
router is disconnected from the network or some link goes down, then the neighbor router 
will wait for 180 seconds to take the update. If it does not receive the update within 180 
seconds, then it will mark the particular route as not reachable.

• RIP Flush timer : 240 sec : The RIP flush timer is 240 second which is almost equal to 4 
min means that if the router does not receive the update within 240 seconds then the 
neighbor route will remove that particular route from the routing table which is a very slow 
process as 4 minutes is a long time to wait.

Advantages of RIP

• It is easy to configure 

• It has less complexity 

• The CPU utilization is less. 
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Packet Tracer – Configuring RIPv2:

Part 1: Configure RIPv2 `

Fig: Packet Tracer – Configuring RIPv2

Step 1: Configure RIPv2 on R1.

a) Use the appropriate command to create a default route on R1 for all Internet traffic to exit 
the networkthrough S0/0/1. 

b) Enter RIP protocol configuration mode.

c) Use version 2 of the RIP protocol and disable the summarization of networks.

d) Configure RIP for the networks that connect to R1.

e) Configure the LAN port that contains no routers so that it does not send out any routing 
information.

f) Advertise the default route configured in step 1a with other RIP routers.

g) Save the configuration

Step 2: Configure RIPv2 on R2.

a) Enter RIP protocol configuration mode.

b) Use version 2 of the RIP protocol and disable the summarization of networks.

c) Configure RIP for the networks directly connected to R2.

d) Configure the interface that contains no routers so that it does not send out routing 
information.

e) Save the configuration.
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Step 3: Configure RIPv2 on R3

Repeat Step 2 on R3

Part 2: Verify Configurations

Step 1: View routing tables of R1, R2, and R3.
• Use the appropriate command to show the routing table of R1. RIP (R) now appears with 

connected (C) and local (L) routes in the routing table. All networks have an entry. You also 
see a default route listed.

• View the routing tables for R2 and R3. Notice that each router has a full listing of all the 
192.168.x.0networks and a default route.

Step 2: Verify full connectivity to all destinations.

• Every device should now be able to ping every other device inside the network. In addition, 
all devices should be able to ping the Web Server

Conclusion: Students have successfully configured RIPv2
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Assignment No. 04C

Title: Configuration of OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)

Objectives:To understand Link State Advertisement and how to configure OSPF protocol

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure OSPF – Explore
Neighbor-ship Condition and Requirement, Neighbor-ship states, OSPF Metric Cost Calculation.

Theory:

There are 2 kind classes in routing protocol viz. Distance vector Protocol and Link state protocol.
OSPF stands for  Open Shortest  Path First and  belongs to  Link-State  routing protocol.  Cisco
OSPF routing protocol is categorized as  best dynamic protocols that be present nowadays. It is
also  regarded  as  the  advanced  routing  protocol  that  targets  to  maintain  loop-free  and  precise
routing tables. The important key feature of OSPF is that it is an open source routing protocol. It
will run on most routers, since it is an open standard.

What is OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)?

• OSPF stands for Open Shortest Path First. OSPF uses SPF algorithm which is developed by
Dijkstra, to deliver a loop-free topology.

•  OSPF is an open source Link state routing protocol hence capable of running all network
routers.

• It supports VLSM (variable Length Subnet Mask).

• Uses COST as a metric which CISCO explain as the inverse of the bandwidth.

• To  allow  measurability  OSPF  bears  two  important  theories:  Autonomous  systems
(Discussed in previous article) and Areas.

• What is OSPF area?   OSPF network can be separated into sub-domains known as areas. An
area  is  a  logical  group of  OSPF networks,  routers,  and  links  that  have  the  same area
identification number.

• A router belong to an area should keep a topological database for the area. The router does
not have enough information about network configuration external of its area, in that way
reducing the size of OSPF database.

• The default or else central area is Area 0 (Zero) and all other areas directly connected to it.

• Within an area OSPF router exchange LSAs (Link State Advertisements) by which routers
forms adjacency. (Time being remember LSA means routing information, I will be posting
different kinds of LSAs in later, Keep in touch)
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How OSPF Works?

By comparing to other Routing Protocol OSPF is little bit complex and hassle. But if you have the
complete idea about OSPF working, it is easy to configure and Tshoot. Now we’ll go over the
process of working of an OSPF protocol. While dealing with OSPF there are two important terms;
Designated Router (DR) and Backup Designated Router (BDR).

DR-BDR Election in OSFP Area:

• The selection process of Designated Router (DR) and Backup Designated Router (BDR)
occurs at the beginning of OSPF network established.

• Each router  in  an OSPF network allotted  with  number  called  Router  Identifier  Number
(router-id).  OSPF uses this  to identify DR-BDR. (Routerid can be assigned by different
methods)

• Once  the  OSPF  links  are  active  router  with  maximum router-id  (highest  loopback  IP)
elected as DR and the router with second highest router-id chosen as BDR.

• What happens if the designated router fails or drops connectivity, the backup designated
router turns to Designated Router and a new BDR election carried out in the OSPF domain.

• Process of electing DR and BDR called DR-BDR election in OSPF network.

How to Configure OSPF in Cisco router?

OSPF Configuration syntax as follows:

Router(config)#router ospf <OSPF Process number>

Router(config-router)#network <Network ID> <Wild Card Mask> area <Area number>

➢ OSPF Process number: Is just a number local to the router only. This value does not ensure
be the same on all router within the area. Though, it is better to keep this as same for all
routers inside an area for better administration.

➢ Network ID: Is the directly connected network address.

➢ Wildcard mask: Is the inverse of Subnet mask

➢ Area number : Logical group of OSPF network.

How to Remove OSPF Configuration?

How to remove OSPF configurations settings from a router? Router(config)#no router ospf

<number> command do that job

R1#configure terminal

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

R1(config)#no router ospf 1

R1(config)#exit

%SYS-5-CONFIG_I: Configured from console by console

R1#

Conclusion: Students have successfully configured OSPF.
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Assignment No. 05A

Title: Configuration of NAT (Network Address Translation)

Objectives: To understand Network Address Translation : Static, Dynamic & PAT

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure Network Address
Translation: Static, Dynamic & PAT (Port Address Translation)

Theory:

What is NAT?

• Network Address  Translation  (NAT) is  designed for  IP address  conservation.  It  enables
private IP networks that use unregistered IP addresses to connect to the Internet. 

• NAT operates  on a  router,  usually  connecting  two networks  together,  and translates  the
private (not globally unique) addresses in the internal network into legal addresses, before
packets are forwarded to another network.

• As part of this capability, NAT can be configured to advertise only one address for the entire
network to the outside world.  This provides additional security by effectively hiding the
entire internal network behind that address. 

• NAT  offers  the  dual  functions  of  security  and  address  conservation  and  is  typically
implemented in remote-access environments. 

How does NAT work?

• Basically,  NAT allows a single device,  such as a router,  to act as an agent between the
Internet (or public network) and a local network (or private network), which means that only
a single unique IP address is required to represent an entire group of computers to anything
outside their network.

Static and Dynamic NAT:

Both static and dynamic NAT requires that enough public addresses are available to satisfy the total
number of simultaneous user sessions.

Static NAT:

Static NAT also called inbound mapping, is the process of mapping an unregistered IP address to a
registered IP address on a one-to-one basis. The unregistered or mapped IP address is assigned with
the same registered IP address each time the request comes through. This process is particularly
useful for web servers or hosts  that must have a consistent address that is  accessible from the
Internet.
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Simply,  Static  NAT enables  a  PC on a  stub  domain  to  maintain  an  assigned IP address  when
communicating with other devices outside its network or the Internet. 

Static NAT configuration commands example:

R1#config t

R1(config)#ip nat inside source static 10.10.10.2 212.165.200.123

R1(config)#interface fa0/0 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config)#ip nat inside

R1(config)#interface se0/0 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config)#ip nat outside

The above configuration creates a permanent entry in the NAT table as long as the configuration is
present and enables both inside and outside hosts to initiate a connection.

All you need to do in static NAT configuration is to define the addresses to translate and then
configure NAT on the right interfaces. Packets arriving on an inside interface from the identified IP
addresses  are  subject  to  translation.  Packets  arriving  on  an  outside  interface  addressed  to  the
identified IP address areU+0020subject to translation.

Dynamic NAT:

Unlike static NAT that provides a permanent mapping between an internal address and a specific
public address, dynamic NAT maps private IP addresses to public addresses. Dynamic NAT uses a
pool of public addresses and assigns them on a first-come, first-served basis.

When a host with a private IP address requests access to the Internet, dynamic NAT chooses an IP
address from the pool that is not already in use by another host. Dynamic NAT is useful when fewer
addresses are available than the actual number of hosts to be translated.
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Dynamic NAT configuration commands example:

R1#config t

R1(config)#ip nat-pool 179.9.8.80 179.9.8.95 netmask 255.255.255.0

R1 (config #ip nat inside source list 1 pool nat-pool1

R1 (config)#interface fa0/0 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config)#ip nat inside

R1(config)#interface se0/0

R1(config)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config)#ip nat outside

R1(config)#access-list 1 permit 10.10.10.0 0.0.0.255

While static NAT provides a permanent mapping between an internal address and a specific public
address, dynamic NAT maps private IP addresses to public addresses. These public IP addresses
come from a NAT pool.

PAT (Port Address Translation):

With Port Address Translation (PAT), a single public IP address is used for all internal private IP
addresses, but a different port is assigned to each private IP address. This type of NAT is also
known as  NAT Overload and is  the typical  form of NAT used in  today‘s  networks.  It  is  even
supported by most consumer-grade routers. 

PAT allows you to support many hosts with only few public IP addresses. It works by creating
dynamic  NAT mapping,  in  which  a  global  (public)  IP address  and  a  unique  port  number  are
selected. The router keeps a NAT table entry for every unique combination of the private IP address
and port, with translation to the global address and a unique port number.

We will use the following example network to explain the benefits of using PAT:
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As you can see in the picture above, PAT uses unique source port numbers on the inside global
(public) IP address to distinguish between translations. For example, if the host with the IP address
of 10.0.0.101 wants to access the server S1 on the Internet, the host‘s private IP address will be
translated  by  R1  to  155.4.12.1:1056  and  the  request  will  be  sent  to  S1.  S1  will  respond  to
155.4.12.1:1056. R1 will receive that response, look up in its NAT translation table, and forward the
request to the host.

To configure PAT, the following commands are required:

• configure the router‘s inside interface using the ip nat inside command.

• configure the router‘s outside interface using the ip nat outside command.

• configure an access list that includes a list of the inside source addresses that should be
translated.

• enable  PAT with the  ip  nat  inside  source list  ACL_NUMBER interface  TYPE overload
global configuration command.

Here is how we would configure PAT for the network picture above.

First, we will define the outside and inside interfaces on R1:

R1(config)#int Gi0/0

R1(config-if)#ip nat inside

R1(config-if)#int Gi0/1

R1(config-if)#ip nat outside

Next,  we will  define an access list  that  will  include all  private  IP addresses  we would like to
translate:

R1(config-if)#access-list 1 permit 10.0.0.0 0.0.0.255

The access list defined above includes all IP addresses from the 10.0.0.0 – 10.0.0.255 range.

Now we need to enable NAT and refer to the ACL created in the previous step and to the

interface whose IP address will be used for translations:

R1(config)#ip nat inside source list 1 interface Gi0/1 overload

To verify the NAT translations, we can use the show ip nat translations command after hosts

request a web resource from S1:

R1#show ip nat translations

Pro Inside global Inside local Outside local Outside global

tcp 155.4.12.1:1024 10.0.0.100:1025 155.4.12.5:80 155.4.12.5:80

tcp 155.4.12.1:1025 10.0.0.101:1025 155.4.12.5:80 155.4.12.5:80

tcp 155.4.12.1:1026 10.0.0.102:1025 155.4.12.5:80 155.4.12.5:80
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Notice that the same IP address (155.4.12.1) has been used to translate three private IP addresses
(10.0.0.100, 10.0.0.101, and 10.0.0.102). The port number of the public IP address is unique for
each connection. So when S1 responds to 155.4.12.1:1026, R1 look into its NAT translations table
and forward the response to 10.0.0.102:1025

Conclusion: Students have successfully configured Static & Dynamic NAT & PAT
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Assignment No. 05B

Title: Configuration of Access Control lists – Standard & Extended.

Objectives: To Create and implement a standard access list that blocks the Students section from
accessing the Server section.

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure Access Control lists
– Standard & Extended.

Theory:

What is ACL?

• An ACL (Access Control List) is a list of permit or deny rules detailing what can or can't
enter or leave the interface of a router. Every packet that attempts to enter or leave a router
must be tested against each rule in the ACL until a match is found. If no match is found, then
it will be denied.

• So it contains a source and destination IP address. The router looks at this information to
determine if it matches any of the rules in its ACL.

• If a router can't find a match between the information in an ACL and the information in the
packet that's attempting to enter it, the packet is denied implicitly.

There are two types of ACLs: standard and extended.

What are Standard ACLs?

These are the Access-list which are made using the source IP address only. These ACLs permit or
deny the entire protocol suite. They don’t distinguish between the IP traffic such as TCP, UDP,
HTTPS, etc. By using numbers 1-99 or 1300-1999, the router will understand it as a standard ACL
and the specified address as the source IP address. 

Standard ACLs  Features :

1. Standard Access-list is generally applied close to destination (but not always). 

2. In a standard access list, the whole network or sub-network is denied. 

3. Standard access-list uses the range 1-99 and extended range 1300-1999. 

4. Standard access-list is implemented using source IP address only. 

5. If numbered with standard Access-list is used then remember rules can’t be deleted. If one of
the rules is deleted then the whole access list will be deleted. 

6. If named with standard Access-list is used then you have the flexibility to delete a rule from
the access list. 

Standard ACL configuration commands:

The 'ip access-list' is a global configuration mode command. To create a standard access list, it uses
the following syntax.

Router(config)# ip access-list standard ACL_#

In the above syntax, the ACL_# is the name or number of the standard ACL. When you hit the enter
key  after  entering  this  command,  the  command  prompt  changes  and  you  enter  standard  ACL
configuration mode.
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Router(config-std-acl)#

In standard ACL configuration mode, you can use the following syntax to create statements.

Router(config)# ip access-list standard ACL_name
Router(config-std-acl)#  permit|deny  source_IP_address
[wildcard_mask]

An ACL does nothing until it is applied to an interface. To apply a standard ACL to an interface,
enter the interface configuration mode of the interface and use the following command.

Router(config)# interface type [slot_#]port_#

Router(config-if)# ip access-group ACL_# in|out

Creating a standard ACL: 

Router>
Router>enable
Router#configure terminal
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
Router(config)#ip access-list standard BlockStudents
Router(config-std-nacl)#deny 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255
Router(config-std-nacl)#permit any
Router(config-std-nacl)#exit
Router(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/0
Router(config-if)#ip access-group BlockStudents out
Router(config-if)#exit
Router(config)#exit
Router#

What are Extended ACLs?

• It is one of the types of Access-list which is mostly used as it can distinguish IP traffic
therefore the whole traffic will not be permitted or denied like in standard access-list. 

• These  are  the  ACL that  uses  both  source  and  destination  IP address  and  also  the  port
numbers to distinguish IP traffic. 

• In this type of ACL, we can also mention which IP traffic should be allowed or denied.
These use range 100-199 and 2000-2699. 

 Extended ACLsFeatures :

• Extended access-list is generally applied close to the source but not always. 

• In the Extended access list, packet filtering takes place on the basis of source IP address,
destination IP address, port numbers. 

• In an extended access list, particular services will be permitted or denied. 
• Extended ACL is created from 100 – 199 & extended range 2000 – 2699. 
• If numbered with extended Access-list is used then remember rules can’t be deleted. If one

of the rules is deleted then the whole access list will be deleted. 
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• If named with extended Access-list is used then we have the flexibility to delete a rule from
the access list. 

Creating extended ACLs:

We have two commands to create an extended access list. These commands are 'access-list' and 'ip
access-list'. In this tutorial, we will use the 'access-list' command. We will use the 'ip access-list'
command in the next part of this tutorial.

To filter all traffic from a host, the 'access-list' command uses the following syntax.

In our example, we need four ACLs; two ACLs on Router0 and two ACLs on Router2. Let's create
ACLs on Router0.

Access the command prompt of Router0 and run the following commands.

Router>enable
Router#configure terminal
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
Router(config)#ip access-list extended BlockMarketing
Router(config-ext-nacl)#permit  tcp  10.0.0.0  0.255.255.255  host
30.0.0.10 eq 80
Router(config-ext-nacl)#permit  udp  10.0.0.0  0.255.255.255  host
30.0.0.10 eq 53
Router(config-ext-nacl)#deny  ip  10.0.0.0  0.255.255.255  host
30.0.0.10
Router(config-ext-nacl)#permit ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 20.0.0.0
0.255.255.255
Router(config-ext-nacl)#deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any
Router(config-ext-nacl)#exit
Router(config)#interface gigabitethernet 0/0
Router(config-if)#ip access-group BlockMarketing in
Router(config-if)#exit
Router(config)#exit
Router#

The above commands create two extended access lists: ACL 101 and ACL 102, and respectively
apply them to Gig0/0 and Gig0/1.
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The  ACL 101  contains  four  statements.  The  following  table  lists  these  statements  and  their
meanings.

For every packet, ACL statements are checked from top to bottom in sequential order until a match
is found. Once a match is found, no further statements are checked for the packet. 

Conclusion: Students have successfully configured  Access Control lists – Standard & Extended.
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Assignment No. 05C

Title: Configuration of VLAN

Objectives: To understand Switches applying VLAN configuration

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure VLAN

Theory:

What is VLAN?

A VLAN is a group of devices on one or more LANs that are configured to communicate as

if they were attached to the same wire, when in fact they are located on a number of different

LAN segments. Because VLANs are based on logical instead of physical connections, they

are extremely flexible.

Any port can belong to a VLAN, and unicast, broadcast, and multicast packets are forwarded

and flooded only to end stations in that VLAN. Each VLAN is considered a logical network.

Packets destined for stations that do not belong to the VLAN must be forwarded through a

router

Figure 1: VLANs as Logically Defined Networks
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VLANs are usually associated with IP subnetworks. For example, all the end stations in a

particular IP subnet belong to the same VLAN. To communicate between VLANs, you must

route the traffic.

By default, a newly created VLAN is operational; that is, the VLAN is in the no shutdown

condition. Additionally, you can configure VLANs to be in the active state, which is passing

traffic, or the suspended state, in which the VLANs are not passing packets. By default, the

VLANs are in the active state and pass traffic.

VLAN table ranges:

VLAN Configuration Commands:

Table 1 lists the base commands used to create a VLAN on a switch.

Table 1

Adding a VLAN Directly and Entering into VLAN Configuration Mode
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NOTE:

The VLAN isn't added until you leave VLAN configuration mode.

Table 2 shows another method of creating a VLAN: assigning an interface into a VLAN.

Table 2

Assigning the VLAN to a Switchport (and Possibly Creating a New VLAN)

On the flipside, use the commands shown in Table 3 to delete a VLAN.

Table 3

Deleting a VLAN
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To verify VLAN assignment, use the command shown in Table 4.

Table 4

1.Verifying Existing VLANs

Table 5

2. VLAN Configuration
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MODES IN VLAN :

There are 3 modes :

1) Access

2) Dynamic

3) Trunk

By default, all ports are configured as switchport mode dynamic desirable, which means

that if the port is connected to another switch with an port configured with the same default

mode (or desirable or auto), this link will become a trunking link.

When the switchport access vlan command is used, the switchport mode access command

is not necessary since the switchport access vlan command configures the interface as an

“access” port (non-trunk port).

SHOW Commands in VLAN:

Conclusion: Students have successfully configured VLAN
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Assignment No. 05D

Title: Configuration of DTP

Objectives: To understand trunking and different  modes to access the connection between two
switches.

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure DTP protocol

Theory:

What is Trunking ?

• A trunk is a physical and logical connection between two switches across which network
traffic travels.

• A trunk may be a physical or logical connection between devices.

• A trunk is a point-to-point link capable of supporting multiple VLAN‘s.

• Trunking will bundle multiple virtual links over one physical link by allowing the

• traffic for several VLAN‘s to travel over a single cable between the switches.

Fig : Multiple Virtual links

Trunking operation:-

• Two main methods are used to enable trunking:

◦ Cisco proprietary protocol, Inter-Switch Link (ISL)

◦ IEEE 802.1q

• Both use frame-tagging to identify multiple VLAN information to pass on a single trunk
link.

1. ISL :-

➢  Cisco‘s proprietary method of frame-tagging.

➢  Encapsulates the Ethernet frame with information that contains the VLAN ID.

➢  Only used on Cisco devices.
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2. IEEE 802.1q :-

➢ IEEE 802.1q is the open standard Trunking protocol used by most switches.

➢ Places a unique identifier in the header to identify which VLAN a frame is communicating
on.

➢ The ID is removed when the frame reaches it‘s final switch destination.

What is DTP?

The Dynamic Trunking Protocol (DTP) is a proprietary networking protocol developed by Cisco
Systems for the purpose of negotiating trunking on a link between two VLAN-aware switches, and
for negotiating the type of trunking encapsulation to be used. It works on Layer 2 of the OSI model.

VLAN trunks formed using DTP may utilize either IEEE 802.1Q or Cisco ISL trunking protocols.

DTP should not be confused with VTP, as they serve different purposes. VTP communicates VLAN
existence information between switches. DTP aids with trunk port establishment. Neither protocol
transmits the data frames that trunks carry.

Switch port modes:

Fig : Modes between two switches

The following switch port mode settings exist:

• Access  — Puts  the  Ethernet  port  into  permanent  nontrunking  mode  and  negotiates to
convert the link into a nontrunk link. The Ethernet port becomes a nontrunk port even if the
neighboring port does not agree to the change.

• Trunk— Puts the Ethernet port into permanent trunking mode and negotiates to convert the
link into a trunk link. The port becomes a trunk port even if the neighboring port does not
agree to the change.
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• Dynamic Auto— Makes the Ethernet port willing to convert the link to a trunk link. The
port becomes a trunk port if the neighbouring port is set to trunk or dynamic desirable mode.
This is the default mode for all Ethernet ports.

• Dynamic Desirable — Makes the port actively attempt to convert the link to a trunk link.
The port becomes a trunk port if the neighbouring Ethernet port is set to trunk, dynamic
desirable, or dynamic auto mode.

• Nonegotiate— Disables DTP. The port will not send out DTP frames or be affected by any
incoming DTP frames.  If  you want  to  set  a  trunk between  two switches  when DTP is
disabled,  you  must  manually  configure  trunking  using  the  (switchport  mode trunk)
command on both sides

Fig :DTP auto-negotiation resulting link states

DTP Trunk and Access Modes

Figure : DTP configuration

Switch(config-if)#switchport mode access – Sets trunking OFF

Switch(config-if)#switchport mode trunk – Sets trunking ON

Figure 2

Switch(config)#inter fa 0/24

Switch(config-if)#switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q

Switch(config-if)#switchport mode trunk

Using the switchport mode interface command, two of the DTP modes set trunking to ―off‖

or ―on‖.
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Access mode:

For example,  Switch1 and Switch2 are connected on their  FastEthernet 0/24 interfaces.  If both
switches are set to access mode, then the link is a non-trunking link. Both interfaces must be on the
same VLAN and only that single VLAN is transmitted across the link.

Switch1(config)#inter fa 0/24

Switch1(config-if)#switchport mode access

Switch2(config)#inter fa 0/24

Switch2(config-if)#switchport mode access

Trunk mode:

If both switches are set to trunk mode, then the link is a trunking link. By default, all VLANs will
be transmitted across this trunk.

Switch1(config)#inter fa 0/24

Switch1(config-if)#switchport mode trunk

Switch2(config)#inter fa 0/24

Switch2(config-if)#switchport mode trunk

SHOW Commands for DTP :

SW1#show interfaces fa0/24 switchport

Name: Fa0/24

Switchport: Enabled

Administrative Mode: dynamic auto

Operational Mode: static access

Administrative Trunking Encapsulation: negotiate

Operational Trunking Encapsulation: native

Negotiation of Trunking: On

SW2#show interfaces fastEthernet 0/24 switchport

Name: Fa0/24

Switchport: Enabled

Administrative Mode: dynamic auto

Operational Mode: static access

Administrative Trunking Encapsulation: negotiate

Operational Trunking Encapsulation: native

Negotiation of Trunking: On
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Without configuring anything on the interfaces, we are using dynamic auto mode and as a result the
interfaces are in access mode.

Depending on the switch model and IOS version, the default might be "dynamic auto" or "dynamic
desirable".

Nonegotiate mode operation:

The switchportnonegotiate interface command stops DTP negotiation packets sending and engaging
in trunk election. This command is valid only when the interface switch port mode is access or
trunk. This command returns an error if you attempt to execute it in dynamic (auto or desirable)
mode.  When  in  nonegotiate  configuration,  the  port  trunks  only  if  the  other  end of  the  link  is
specifically set to trunk. The switchportnonegotiate command does not form

a trunk link with ports in either dynamic desirable or dynamic auto mode.

There are two ways to disable DTP negotiation:

• Configure the interface for access mode.

• Use the switchportnonegotiate command on the interface.

Configuring  the  interface  for  trunking  does  not  disable  DTP negotiation,  let  me  give  you  an
example. First we‘ll configure the interfaces for access mode:

SW1(config)#interface fastEthernet 0/24

SW1(config-if)#switchport mode access

SW2(config)#interface fastEthernet 0/24

SW2(config-if)#switchport mode access

When we look again at the switchport settings we can see that DTP negotiation is now disabled:

SW1#show interfaces fastEthernet 0/24 switchport

Name: Fa0/24

Switchport: Enabled

Administrative Mode: static access

Operational Mode: static access

Administrative Trunking Encapsulation: negotiate

Operational Trunking Encapsulation: native

Negotiation of Trunking: Off

Conclusion: -Thus we practically performed the trunking between two switches and also

implemented various commands for trunking.
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Assignment No. 05E

Title: Configuration of STP (Spanning Tree Protocol)

Objectives: To understand multiple protocols on same network

Problem Statement: Using a Network Simulator (e.g. packet tracer) configure STP protocol

Theory:

What is STP?

STP is a derivative of network redundancy which is very common in business networks. Let me
explain it the simple way.

Suppose you have a situation where you need to connect two switches in your office network, and
then you decide to put two connection cables between the switches so that in case if any one of the
link  fails  then  the  other  one  can  take  over  (network  switch  redundancy).  This  is  the simplest
redundancy scenario and it‘ll look like this.

However, in these cases there‘s a possibility that data frame units may loop around the network
continuously causing overload to the processors [Diagram 1]. This is where spanning tree comes
into action. It was developed in order to avoid these looping, by temporarily blocking the redundant
links [Diagram 2] and enabling them only when the active links are down.
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Here‘s a typical redundant network topology.

How does STP work?

There‘s a whole bunch of processes taking place inside the STP switch for convergence. Let‘s see
them in detail by taking the simple network topology below. Our aim is to break up any one of the
link logically thus avoiding the loop.

• All the switches in the network multicast BPDU‘s (Bridge Protocol Data Unit) to discover if
there are any loops out there. BPDU‘s are data frames that contain STP parameters.

• If a switch receives back its own BPDU, it establishes that there are loops in the network.

After the discovery of loops there are a series of elections going on between the switches. Let‘s
study them step by step.
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Election of Root Bridge:

• Each switch has a Bridge ID which is a combination of its priority value and MAC address.
The priority can be any value between 0-65535. By default the priority value of switches are
32768.

Bridge ID= Priority Value + MAC Address

• The switches then compare their Bridge IDs and the one with the lowest value is chosen as
the root bridge (reference switch for all path calculation).

Note: Lower priority value/older MAC address has higher chances to become root bridge.

Election of root ports:

• Root ports are the best ways to reach the root switch. It‘s calculated on the basis of port cost
which  depends  on  the  bandwidth  of  the  link.  You  can  see  the  STP cost  for  different
bandwidth below as given by IEEE

• So the port which has the least cost will be the root port.

Election of Designated port:

• These are the ports that are forwarding data, and there is condition here i.e. one link can
have only one designated port. All ports of the root bridge are designated ports.

• They are elected based on the lowest cost, and if there is tie there then the port of the switch
which has the least bridge id becomes designated port.

Election of Non-Designated port:

• All other remaining ports are the non-designate ports or blocking ports. These are the ports
which prevents the loop by means of the tree (blocking).

• So the effect will be a loop-free network as below.
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Configuration and verification:

Everything  we  discussed  above  like  the  loop  discovery  and  election  process  takes  place
automatically within the switches. You can view the switch configuration by the privilege mode
command ‗show spanning-tree‘. Look at the screenshot below for the possible outcome. You can
check ‗show spanning-tree ?‘ to find out other verification commands.

However you can change the switch priority through certain command.

There is an animation on the Cisco website regarding STP protocol, it helps a lot in understanding
convergence/ election of Root Bridge. However you can change the switch priority through certain
command.

Conclusion: Students have successfully implemented STP protocol.
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Assignment No. 06A

Title: Socket Programming using C/C++ on Linux - TCP Client, TCP Server

Objectives: To understand Socket programming in C on Linux

Problem  Statement: Server  accepts  operation  and  floating  point  numbers  from  the  clients;
performs arithmetic operations and sends the result back to client.

Theory:

What is Socket ?

The steps involved in establishing a socket on the server side are as follows:

1. Create a socket with the socket() system call

2. Bind the socket  to  an address  using  the  bind() system call.  For  a  server  socket  on the
Internet, an address consists of a port number on the host machine.

3. Listen for connections with the listen() system call

4. Accept a connection with the accept()  system call. This call typically blocks until a client
connects with the server.

5. Send and receive data

The steps involved in establishing a socket on the client side are as follows:

1. Create a socket with the socket() system call

2. Connect the socket to the address of the server using the connect() system call

3. Send and receive data. There are a number of ways to do this, but the simplest is to use

4. the read() and write() system calls.

Socket Types:

When a socket is created, the program has to specify the address domain and the socket

type.

Two processes can communicate with each other only if their sockets are of the same type and

in the same domain.

TWO Types of Domain:

There are two widely used address domains, the unix domain, in which two processes which share
a common file system communicate, and the Internet domain, in which two processes running on
any two hosts on the Internet communicate. Each of these has its own address format.
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Use struct sockaddr_un if you are using Use struct sockaddr_in if you are

AF_UNIX on your domain. It is required to                                     using AF_INT on your domain.

include <sys/un.h>

Address of socket:

The address of a socket in the Unix domain is a character string which is basically an entry in the
file system.

The  address of a socket in the Internet domain consists of the Internet address of the host
machine (every computer on the Internet has a unique 32 bit address, often referred to as its
IP address). In addition, each socket needs a port number on that host. Port numbers are 16 bit
unsigned integers. The lower numbers are reserved in Unix for standard services. For example, the
port number for the FTP server is 21. It is important that standard services be at the same port on all
computers  so  that  clients  will  know  their  addresses.  However,  port  numbers  above  2000  are
generally available.

Two types of Socket:

There are two widely used socket types, stream sockets, and datagram sockets. Stream sockets treat
communications as a continuous stream of characters, while datagram sockets have to read entire
messages  at  once.  Each  uses  its  own  communciations  protocol.  Stream  sockets  use  TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol), which is a reliable, stream oriented protocol, and datagram sockets
use UDP (Unix Datagram Protocol), which is unreliable and message oriented.

Domain AF_UNIX - connect inside same machine

AF_INET – connect with different machine

Type SOCK_STREAM –TCP connection

SOCK_DGRAM – UDP connection

Protocol Define here when there is any additional 

protocol. Otherwise, define it as 0

Server Header code:

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/socket.h>
<netinet/in.h>
<arpa/inet.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<unistd.h>

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

printf() and fprintf() */
Socket data types */
socket(),  connect(),  send(),  and  recv()
*/
IP Socket data types */
sockaddr_in and inet_addr() */
atoi() */
memset() */
close() */

The server code uses a number of programming constructs, and so we will go through it line by line

#include <netinet/in.h>

The header file netinet/in.h contains constants and structures needed for internet domain addresses.
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Declaration of main( ):-

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

int sockfd, newsockfd, portno, clilen, n;

}

• sockfd and newsockfd are file descriptors, i.e. array subscripts into the file descriptor table .
These two variables  store the values  returned by the socket  system call  and the accept
system call.

• portno stores the port number on which the server accepts connections.

• clilen stores the size of the address of the client. This is needed for the accept system call.

• In is the return value for the read() and write() calls; i.e. it contains the number of characters
read or written.

char buffer[256];

The server reads characters from the socket connection into this buffer.

Declaring Socket ( ) :-

At the beginning, a socket function needs to be declared to get the socket descriptor.

int socket(int domain, int type, int protocol)

Domain AF_UNIX - connect inside same machine

AF_INET – connect with different machine

Type SOCK_STREAM –TCP connection

SOCK_DGRAM – UDP connection

Protocol Define here when there is any additional 

protocol. Otherwise, define it as 0

Structure declaration in socket programming :

struct sockaddr_in serverstruct ;

A sockaddr_in is a structure containing an internet address. This structure is defined in

<netinet/in.h>. Here is the definition:

serverstruct.sin_family=AF_UNIX;

serverstruct.sin_addr.s_addr=inet_addr("127.0.0.1");

serverstruct.sin_port=1025;

Assign address to socket: bind()

bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *) &serv_addr,sizeof(serv_addr)) < 0)

error("ERROR on binding");
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The bind() system call binds a socket to an address, in this case the address of the current host and
port number on which the server will run.

It takes three arguments, the socket file descriptor, the address to which is bound, and the size of
the address  to which it  is  bound.  The second argument is  a  pointer to  a  structure  of  type
sockaddr, but what is passed in is a structure of type sockaddr_in, and so this must be cast to the
correct type. This can fail for a number of reasons, the most obvious being that this socket is already
in use on this machine

Using Listen( ):-

listen(sockfd,5);

The listen system call allows the process to listen on the socket for connections. The first argument
is the socket file descriptor, and the second is the size of the backlog queue, i.e., the number of
connections that can be waiting while the process is handling a particular connection. This should
be set to 5, the maximum size permitted by most systems. If the first argument is a valid socket, this
call cannot fail, and so the code doesn't check for errors.

Incomming command to accept ( ) :-

int client_len=sizeof(serverstruct);

session_id=accept(server_id,(struct sockaddr*)&serverstruct,&client_len);

The accept() system call causes the process to block until a client connects to the server. Thus, it
wakes up the process when a connection from a client has been successfully established. It returns a
new file descriptor, and all communication on this connection should be done using the new file
descriptor.  The second argument is a reference pointer to the address of the client on the other
end of the connection, and the third argument is the size of this structure.

Ex : - The server gets a socket for an incoming client connection by calling accept()

int s= accept(sockid, &clientAddr, &addrLen);

• s: integer, the new socket (used for data-transfer)

• sockid: integer, the orig. socket (being listened on)

• clientAddr: struct sockaddr, address of the active participant

▪ filled in upon return

• addrLen: sizeof(clientAddr): value/result parameter

▪ must be set appropriately before call

▪ adjusted upon return

• accept()

▪ is blocking: waits for connection before returning

▪ dequeues the next connection on the queue for socket (sockid)
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Exchanging data with stream socket:read ( ) and write ( ) :-

read(session_id,&n1,sizeof(n1));

the  read() will block until there is something for it to read in the socket, i.e. after the client has
executed a write(). It will read either the total number of characters in the socket or 255, whichever
is less, and return the number of characters read.

TCP SERVER CODE

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<sys/types.h>

#include<sys/socket.h>

#include<netinet/in.h>

int main()

{

int n1,n2,res=0;

char operator;

int session_id;

int server_id=socket(AF_UNIX,SOCK_STREAM,0);

if(server_id<0)

{

printf("Error in getting socket\n");

return 0;

}

struct sockaddr_in serverstruct,clientstruct;

serverstruct.sin_family=AF_UNIX;

serverstruct.sin_addr.s_addr=inet_addr("127.0.0.2");

serverstruct.sin_port=1027;

int

i=bind(server_id,(struct

sockaddr*)&serverstruct,sizeof(serverstruct));

if(i<0)

{

printf("Error in bind\n");

return 0;

}
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i=listen(server_id,10);

if(i<0)

{

printf("Error in listening\n");

return 0;

}

int client_len=sizeof(serverstruct);

while(1)

{

printf("Waiting for the client\n");

session_id=accept(server_id,(struct

sockaddr*)&serverstruct,&client_len);

read(session_id,&n1,sizeof(n1));

read(session_id,&n2,sizeof(n2));

read(session_id,&operator,sizeof(operator));

Subject: Computer Network Lab

switch(operator)

{

case '+':

res=n1+n2;

break;

case '-':

res=n1-n2;

break;

case '*':

res=n1*n2;

break;

case '/':

res=n1/n2;

break;

default:

printf("invalid operation\n");

}

printf("From CLIENT:n1=%d\n",n1);
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printf("From CLIENT:n2=%d\n",n2);

printf("From CLIENT:operator=%c\n",operator);

int b=write(session_id,&res,sizeof(res));

close(session_id);

}

}

Conclusion : Hence we implemented TCP socket programming successfully.
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Assignment No. 06B

Title: Socket Programming using C/C++ on Linux - UDP Client, UDP Server

Objectives: To understand Socket programming in C on Linux

Problem  Statement: Server  accepts  operation  and  floating  point  numbers  from  the  clients;
performs arithmetic operations and sends the result back to client.

Theory:

UDP  Protocol  Connectionless  communication  behaves  differently  than  connection-oriented
communication, so the method for sending and receiving data is substantially different. First we'll
discuss the receiver (or server,  if  you prefer)  because the connectionless receiver requires little
change when compared with the connection-oriented servers. After that we'll look at the sender.

In  IP,  connectionless  communication  is  accomplished  through  UDP/IP.  UDP doesn't  guarantee
reliable data transmission and is capable of sending data to multiple destinations and receiving it
from multiple  sources.  For  example,  if  a  client  sends  data  to  a  server,  the  data  is  transmitted
immediately regardless of whether the server is ready to receive it. If the server receives data from
the  client,  it  doesn't  acknowledge  the  receipt.  Data  is  transmitted  using  datagrams,  which  are
discrete message packets. 

The following Figure shows a simplified UDP communication flow between server and client.

As shown in the Figure, the steps of establishing a UDP socket communication on the client side are
as follows:

• Create a socket using the socket() function;

• Send and receive data by means of the recvfrom() and sendto() functions.

In this section, we will describe the two new functions recvfrom() and sendto().
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The recvfrom() Function:

This function is similar to the read() function,  but three additional arguments are required.  The
recvfrom() function is defined as follows:

#include <sys/socket.h>

ssize_t recvfrom(int sockfd, void* buff, size_t nbytes,

int flags, struct sockaddr* from,

socklen_t *addrlen);

The first three arguments sockfd, buff, and nbytes, are identical to the first three arguments of read
and write. sockfd is the socket descriptor, buff is the pointer to read into, and nbytes is number of
bytes to read. In our examples we will set all the values of the flags argument to 0. The recvfrom
function fills in the socket address structure pointed to by from with the protocol address of who
sent the datagram. The number of bytes stored in the socket address tructure is returned in the
integer pointed by addrlen.

The function returns the number of bytes read if it succeeds, -1 on error.

The sendto() Function:

This function is similar to the send() function, but three additional arguments are required. The
sendto() function is defined as follows:

#include <sys/socket.h>

ssize_t sendto(int sockfd, const void *buff, size_t nbytes,

int flags, const struct sockaddr *to,

socklen_t addrlen);

The first  three arguments sockfd,  buff,  and nbytes, are identical to the first  three arguments of
recv.sockfd is the socket descriptor, buff is the pointer to write from, and nbytes is number of bytes
to write. In our examples we will set all the values of the flags argument to 0. The to argument is a
socket address structure containing the protocol address (e.g., IP address and port number) of where
the data is sent. addlen specified the size of this socket.

The function returns the number of bytes written if it succeeds, -1 on error.

Tips on Socket Structures:

Socket address structures are an integral part of every network program. We allocate them, fill them
in, and pass pointers to them to various socket functions. Sometimes we pass a pointer to one of
these structures to a socket function and it fills in the contents. We always pass these structures by
reference (i.e., we pass a pointer to the structure, not the structure itself), and we always pass the
size of the structure as another argument.
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When a socket function fills in a structure, the length is also passed by reference, so that its value
can be updated by the function. We call these value-result arguments.

Always, set the structure variables to NULL (i.e.,  '\0') by using memset() for bzero() functions,
otherwise it may get unexpected junk values in your structure.

The bzero ( ) :-

bzero((char *) &serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr));

The function bzero() sets all values in a buffer to zero. It takes two arguments, the first is a pointer
to the buffer and the second is the size of the buffer. Thus, this line initializes serv_addr to zeros.

Conclusion : Hence we implemented UDP socket programming successfully.
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Assignment No. 07A

Title: Introduction to server administration (server administration commands and their applications)
and configuration any three of below Server : (Study/Demonstration Only)

FTP, Web Server, DHCP, Telnet, Mail, DNS

Objectives: To understand the concept of file transfer protocol (FTP) & it’s working

Problem  Statement: Introduction  to  server  administration:  A study  of  server  administration
commands and their applications: FTP protocol

Theory:

What is FTP ?
File Transfer Protocol, or FTP, is a protocol used for transferring files from one computer to

another - typically from your computer to a web server. FTP is the preferred method of exchanging
files because it's faster than other protocols like HTTP or POP. If you need to exchange large files,
you should consider FTP.

FTP data is sent and received through computer port 21 and under the TCP protocol. The
transfer is asynchronous, meaning not at the same time, and therefore faster than other protocols.

Objectives of FTP were:

1. To promote sharing of files (computer programs and/or data),

2. To encourage indirect or implicit (via programs) use of remote computers,

3. To shield a user from variations in file storage systems among hosts, and

4. To transfer data reliably and efficiently.

The FTP model:

FTP protocol falls within a client-server model, i.e. one machine sends orders (the client) and

the other awaits requests to carry out actions (the server).

During an FTP connection, two transmission channels are open:

• A channel for commands (control channel)

• A channel for data

Fig 1: FTP Client-Server Model
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So, both the client and server have two processes allowing these two types of information to be
managed:

DTP (Data Transfer Process) is the process in charge of establishing the connection and managing
the data channel. The server side DTP is called SERVER-DTP, the client side DTP is called USER-
DTP

• PI (Protocol Interpreter)  interprets the protocol allowing the DTP to be controlled using
commands received over the control channel. It is different on the client and the server:

◦ The SERVER-PI is responsible for listening to the commands coming from a USER-PI
over  the  control  channel  on  a  data  port,  establishing  the  connection  for  the  control
channel, receiving FTP commands from the USER-PI over this, responding to them and
running the SERVER-DTP.

◦ The USER-PI is responsible for establishing the connection with the FTP server, sending
FTP commands, receiving responses from the SERVER-PI and controlling the USER-
DTP if needed.

• When an FTP client is connected to a FTP server, the USER-PI initiates the connection to
the server according to the Telnet protocol. The client sends FTP commands to the server,
the server interprets them, runs its DTP, then sends a standard response. Once the connection
is established, the server-PI gives the port on which data will be sent to the Client DTP. The
client DTP then listens on the specified port for data coming from the server. It is important
to note that since the control and data ports are separate channels, it  is possible to send
commands from one machine and receive data on another. So, for example it is possible to
transfer data between FTP servers by passing through a client to send control instructions
and by transferring information between two server processes connected on the right port.

Fig 2: FTP imposes control channel
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In this configuration, the protocol imposes that the control channels remain open throughout the 
data transfer. So a server can stop a transmission if the control channel is broken during 
transmission

Conclusion:  Thus we practically performed the trunking between two switches and also 
implemented various commands for trunking.
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Assignment No. 07B

Title: Introduction to server administration (server administration commands and their applications)
and configuration any three of below Server : (Study/Demonstration Only)

FTP, Web Server, DHCP, Telnet, Mail, DNS

Objectives: To understand configuration and different commands to configure dynamic addresses
to PC’s.

Problem  Statement: Introduction  to  server  administration:  A study  of  server  administration
commands and their applications: DHCP protocol

Theory :

What is DHCP ?

The  Dynamic  Host  Configuration  Protocol  (DHCP)  is  a  network  protocol  used  to  assign  IP
addresses and provide configuration information to devices such as servers, desktops, or mobile
devices, so they can communicate on a network using the Internet Protocol (IP). ISC DHCP is a
collection  of  software  that  implements  all  aspects  of  the  DHCP (Dynamic  Host  Configuration
Protocol) suite. It includes:

• A DHCP server, which receives clients’ requests and replies to them.

• A DHCP client, which can be bundled with the operating system of a client computer or
other IP capable device and which sends configuration requests to the server. Most devices
and operating systems already have DHCP clients included.

• A DHCP relay agent, which passes DHCP requests from one LAN to another so that there
need not be a DHCP server on every LAN.

The DHCP server, client and relay agent are provided both as reference implementations of the
protocol and as working, fully-featured sample implementations.  Both the client and the server
provide functionality that, while not strictly required by the protocol, is very useful in practice. The
DHCP server also makes allowances for non-compliant clients that need to be supported. The ISC
DHCP server will answer requests from any client that complies with the protocol standards, and
the  ISC  DHCP client  can  interact  with  any  server  that  complies  with  those  standards.  The
components of ISC DHCP need not all be used together. That is, after all, the purpose behind the
published standards. The latest ISC DHCP software includes cryptographic software.

IMPLEMENTING DHCP USING PACKET TRACER:

This tutorial is about how to configure dhcp on cisco router in packet tracer. The Dynamic
Host  Configuration  Protocol  (DHCP)  is  a  network  protocol  that  is  used  to  configure  network
devices. DHCP allows a computer to join an IP-based network without having a pre-configured IP
address. DHCP is a protocol that assigns unique IP addresses to devices, then releases and renews
these addresses as devices leave and re-join the network. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) usually
use DHCP to allow customers to join the Internet with minimum effort. The DHCP server maintains
a database of available IP addresses and configuration information. When it receives a request from
a client, the DHCP server determines the network to which the DHCP client is connected, and then
allocates an IP address. DHCP servers typically grant IP addresses to clients only for a limited
interval.
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Lets apply DHCP on packet tracer.

First, let us make a topology with one router on which we will apply DHCP and several client PCs.
More like this one,

Now, we will apply DHCP on the router.

The commands in sequence are as follows. 
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In the following command “ip dhcp pool cisco”, we are creating a pool for DHCP called cisco.
cisco is the name here and we can name it whatever we want. 

Similarly, in the command “default-router “ we are telling the DHCP about the default route to
follow.

Notice,  after  we exit  from DHCP mode,  we are excluding some IP addresses  by applying this
command “ip dhcp excluded-addresses x-x”, where x is the starting and ending IP address

respectively.

We are basically reserving some IPs for our use. It can be used to attach printers, or assign it

to some specific users for security purposes.

You can also give dns address in DHCP by using the following command.

dns-server 192.168.1.15.

Now, open the PC.

Click on IP Configuration
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Select from Static to DHCP

And after DHCP request is completed you will see the following screen.

Now, after applying some IPs in sequence, DHCP will skip the IPs that we have excluded
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from our DHCP pool.

That is all, we have applied DHCP on packet tracer

Conclusion: -Thus we practically performed the DHCP configuration using router and also
implemented various commands for DHCP.
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Assignment No. 07C

Title: Introduction to server administration (server administration commands and their applications)
and configuration any three of below Server : (Study/Demonstration Only)

FTP, Web Server, DHCP, Telnet, Mail, DNS

Objectives: To understand TELNET configuration

Problem  Statement: Introduction  to  server  administration:  A study  of  server  administration
commands and their applications: TELNET configuration

Theory :

What is TELNET ?

A terminal emulation program for TCP/IP networks such as the Internet. The Telnet program runs
on your computer and connects your PC to a server on the network. You can then enter commands
through the Telnet program and they will be executed as if you were entering them directly on the
server console. This enables you to control the server and communicate with other servers on the
network. To start a Telnet session, you must log in to a server by entering a valid username and
password. Telnet is a common way to remotely control Web servers. Totelnet means to establish a
connection  with  the  Telnet  protocol,  either  with  command  line  client  or  with  a  programmatic
interface.

Telnet lab with Packet Tracer

Let's configure R1 router.

Router>en

Router#conf t

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

Router(config)#host R1

R1(config)#int fa 0/0

R1(config-if)#ip address 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0

R1(config-if)#no shutR1(config-if)#^Z

R1#

Tet's configure R2 router.

Router>en

Router#conf t

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

Router(config)#host R2
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R2(config)#int fa 0/0

R2(config-if)#ip address 192.168.0.2 255.255.255.0

R2(config-if)#no shut

R2(config-if)#exit

R2(config-if)#

Now configure for telnet.

R2(config)#line vty 0 4

R2(config-line)#no login

R2(config-line)#^ZR2#

no login means that no login on vty lines i.e. no password require.

Let's test that by telnet from R1.

R1#

R1#telnet 192.168.0.2

Trying 192.168.0.2 ...Open

R2>exit

[Connection to 192.168.0.2 closed by foreign host]

R1#

Notice, no password require.

Go back to R2 router and change rule to telnet using password.

R2#conf t

Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.

R2(config)#line vty 0 4

R2(config-line)#login

% Login disabled on line 66, until 'password' is set

% Login disabled on line 67, until 'password' is set

% Login disabled on line 68, until 'password' is set

% Login disabled on line 69, until 'password' is set

% Login disabled on line 70, until 'password' is set

R2(config-line)#

login says that if you require to telnet, you have to set password.

If there's no password, you can't telnet.

R2(config-line)#password 1234

R2(config-line)#exit

Go back to R1 router and try to telnet.
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R1#telnet 192.168.0.2

Trying 192.168.0.2 ...Open

User Access VerificationPassword:

R2>exit

[Connection to 192.168.0.2 closed by foreign host]

R1#

Entire department know this password.How do this fix?

Let's go to R2 router.

Train the router to identify people and it should prompt username and password.

R2(config)#username Aspell password Aspell123

R2(config)#

We could use the keyword secret instead of password.

R2(config)#line vty 0 4

R2(config-line)#login local

R2(config-line)#

login local means that R2 router will use local database.

When telnet anyone, R2 prompt username and password for authentication.

Go to R1 router.

R1#telnet 192.168.0.2

Trying 192.168.0.2 ...Open

User Access Verification

Username: Aspell

Password:

R2>exit

[Connection to 192.168.0.2 closed by foreign host]

R1#

Conclusion : Hence we have successfully implemented and learnt how to give password to

router using TELNET commands.
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